
.          Paros  an  oasis  of  relaxation        . 
 

Paros a pearl in the heart of the Aegean Sea, α blessed place full of positive energy excites by the first moment. Paros 
one of the Cycladic islands offers unforgettable vacation experiences helping 
you escape from everyday life. The name “Cyclades” refers to the islands 
forming a circle around the sacred island of Delos. According to the Greek 
mythology, Poseidon, God of the sea, furious at the Cyclades nymphs turned 
them into islands. 

 
 The bathing sunlight and country side aromas flooding the air all 

seasons challenge you to discover the treasures of Paros.  
Sun-drenched beaches, like Golden Beach, Santa Maria, Pounda, Lagery, 

Trypiti, Faragas and many many more excite the senses by the first minute, welcoming sun-loving visitors who want to 
enjoy the crystal clear sea, the sun or even their favorite water sports!  Every year Golden Beach is the venue for the 

Windsurfing World Championship.      
   

On the sea bed at Alyki beac h, to the southwest, you can explore the ruins of an ancient town.  Swimming away you 
may came face to face with a Careta - Careta sea turtle or dolphins at isolated beaches.                                                                               

 
 Byzantine footpaths paved with marble paving stones most of the way, 

connecting traditional villages and breathtaking landscapes make Paros, located at 
the heart of the Cyclades, one of the best loved holiday destinations in Greece. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Villages, covered in ivy, are set up in the mountains surrounded 

by a rich green landscape. The habitat is rich in vegetation and 
running water, with tall plane trees at the butterfly valley, laurels, 
olive trees, carob and citrus trees.  

http://www.visitgreece.gr/portal/site/eot/menuitem.f6461d577e1bafc0ace49610451000a0/?vgnextoid=0e2a5be5b93f0310VgnVCM100000010a0a0aRCRD&lang_choosen=en
http://www.visitgreece.gr/portal/site/eot/menuitem.7f0d4e449429307c12596610451000a0/?vgnextoid=622941b7e2787210VgnVCM100000460014acRCRD&lang_choosen=en
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Cycladic architecture with whitewashed cubic houses, beautiful squares and narrow marble alleys 

leading through the ruins of Venetian fortress standing at the entrance to the small harbor of Naousa and 
Parikia. 

Trails created by farmers to help them cross the island and 
transport their goods, cross slopes with cultivated terraces with vines 
through small Byzantine bridges. Paros is one of the oldest 
Mediterranean wine-making areas, with its own protected designation of 
origin wines! 

 
 
 
Paros one of the most famous island in the Aegean Sea comprises 

some of the most beautiful islands in the world!  
Gorgeous sandy beaches, architecture in white and blue, traditional lifestyle, folk music, warm, 

hospitable people and fertile landscapes with isolated chapels turn a trip to Paros into a lifetime experience. 
Millions of Greek and foreign visitors come to the Cyclades every year to enjoy the dazzling light and the 

crystal blue waters, in the quest of the paradise on earth. 
  
 
 
 

Catch the chance to feel the breeze fondling your hair.  
            The Greek island atmosphere is calling you to visit!!! 
                                See you there. 

 
 
 

 
 


